We present in this paper an animation technique to control a humanoi'd in a virtual environment. The automatic generation of humanoid motions is a dificult problem and there is a need to simplifj, it. The solution proposed in this paper consists in controlling the humanoid motions through the image it "perceives": through-the-eyes control. The considered approach is bused on the visual sewoing concept. It allows the automatic generation of (virtual) camera motions by simply specibing the task in the image space. This approach is suited to highly reactive contexts (video games, virtual reality). We also discuss of the integration of such techniques in a more complex behavioral system.
Introduction
One of the most difficult issue in virtual reality consists in bringing more natural behaviors to the virtual characters of the inhabited virtual worlds. To gain reality and credibility, these autonomous actors have to perform complex computations in order to realize autonomous actions. Most of the time, the autonomous actor behavior follows the perception-decision-action steps. Perception can be achieved through a direct access to the world data-base or a subset of this data-base (e.g., [19, 211) or through synthetic vision (e.g. [2, 8, 20, 1 I] ). Once data related to the environment are collected, the decision module provides the actor with a set of actions to be executed. The animation of the avatar may be handled considering various techniques from full kinematic approaches to motion warping and other. These three modules have to be integrated in a more complex system that provides a task to be achieved by the actor. In this paper, we will consider the case where the task given as input to the autonomous actor may be specified as a visual task. Though every task cannot be specified this way, most of interesting task for a humanoi'd can be taken into account: gazing at an object, following moving objects or trajectory, tracking, etc. Considering this context, we will not envisage a perception-decision-action cycle. We proposed a complete framework that allows to directly control the humanoid kinematic chain considering only visual informations, bringing a close link between the perception and action steps. The decision step is then in charge of giving visual tasks to be achieved. This approach is based on the visual servoing framework. This method has been first introduced in the robotics field [ 10, 61 and considered more recently in the computer animation context [7, 131 . Along with realization of the specified task, this approach allows the introduction of constraints in, for example, the joint trajectory. It is then possible to simply handle the joint limits problem that is fundamental in the humanoi'd animation problem.
Overview of the paper The first section of this paper describes our motivation for considering an image-based animation system when dealing with visual perception within an autonomous actor. The second section introduces the visual servoing approach: how to control a multi-joint robot by vision and how to control its kinematic through visual servoing. We also discuss the enforcing of joint limits problem. The next section deals with the specification of the visual tasks used by the system, and the last section is dedicated to results.
HumanoYd animation
As far as we want the autonomous agent to perform complex behaviors in dynamic environments, we also require an appropriate simplification of the input parameters of the animation system. This abstraction for the control of the humanoi'd is needed [23] . The main idea is to be able to control directly the kinematic of an humanoi'd by specifying visual tasks. This new technique may be one of the tools present in a toolbox for high level control of a virtual character. This vision-based abstraction of the control handles many requirements raised by classical behavioral models and avatar animation.
Behavioral requirements. The main drawback of classical behavioral techniques is that there is few interactions between perception (synthetic vision or database access) and the animation of the avatar body: in most cases the avatar "sees" its environment, then acts. In this case we may talk of passive perception, or also "guided" perception. This strong sequential process is far different from the way human beings act: the perception process is closely related to our movements. This is related to active or "autonomous" perception. Thus it is possible to distinguish three modes of perception [I] : one based on will (endogenous), one based on reactions (exogenous, for instance one object enters our perception field and draws our attention), and one passive (idling), our glance wanders around the scene. It is therefore clear that visual perception is driven by higher level modules (controlling the behavioral and cognitive aspects of the humano'id) and commands to the kinematic of the humanoi'd. Consequently, it is necessary to have, within the animation problematic, an animation system that can be reactive to changes in the environment, executing in real time, and allowing simple specifications of the tasks in the image space of what the humanoi'd "sees". This problem is closely related to the works carried on in robotics, where robots can only perform tasks according to the information perceived from their cameras.
Autonomous actor representation. When dealing with
the simulation of human's visual perception, one can wonder about the animation of the body with respect to it. There are many parts of the body that are concerned and involved in the perception process. Obviously, the eyes play an important part: they orientate the glance. Next, the neck, the torso and the remainder of the upper part of the humanoi'd's body are involved in the perception process (as well as all the vertebraes of the spine). Moreover, when considering visual perception from a task level point of view, we might consider that locomotion may be directed by visual task: for example, if one wants to see a distant object in a close way, we have to generate a motion toward this object, for instance by connecting a locomotion module to the perception process. Hence there's a lot of different kinds of articulated chains that can be considered. In Fig I , we present respectively two kinds of those chains that could be involved in the animation process: figure (a) contains nine degrees of freedom (three for the abdomen, one for the spine, three for the neck and two for the eyes). Figure (b ) is a simplified model of the first one. The articulations are chosen arbitrary, but we'll see that the choice of those chains is related to the specification of the visual tasks to be achieved. The choice of the structural model of the skeleton can be much more complex, but at the cost of a bigger computing time. This can be seen as a criterion for animation level of details. The different kinds of kinematic chains require that the control system does not take as inputs the parameters in relation with those chains (e.g. joint values). By giving the humanoi'd visual tasks, the abstraction of control may be performed. Animation requirements. We find in the literature many ways to animate a humanoi'd body. One can consider physically realistic parameters, such as dynamic or optimal control. However such techniques are not easy to consider since their input parameters are difficult to handle, due to non-intuitive representations (muscles, torques,...). Some techniques use captured data (motion capture) and modify them to produce the desired motion with space constraints techniques [ 171, but it turns out that warping motions are not enough for automatic generation of new motions in dynamic environments. Using inverse kinematics control has also some drawbacks [ 1. 51: the given solution is local, and provides no guarantee to reach the goal. However, considering the redundancy, secondary tasks compatible with the main one can be used in an efficient way and provides flexibility of specification and intuitive control variables. In our case this solution seems the most adaptated, but the specification of the task remains in three dimensions, and may be hard to generate. Giving 2D constraints would be much more easier and intuitive to manipulate as already shown in [7, 131. We choosed to link the visual information with the articular joints of the humanoi'd by using a method similar to inverse kinematic. The positiontorientation of the eyes are given by the visual task, and is linked with the articular joints by the inverse of the Jacobian of the chain. Hence, the eyes constitute a "special" node of the inverse kinematic process. One of the main advantage of such a technique is to allow a closed loop control, which means that a new command is computed at each frame wrt. a visual constraint, allowing reactivity of the humanoi'd to modifications of the environment.
Summary. These various requirements can be provided when using an image-based animation technique: the realism is obtained as far as the humanoi'd is acting with respect to what it "perceives", and the specification are made easier in the sense that we only specify constraints in two dimensions, and no more in three dimensions. A possible architecture is depicted in figure 2 . The animation system takes input from an animator's directives or behavioral engine, and generates adequate motions of the humanoi'd body. The behavior engine may be represented by hierarchical finite states machines for instance, and can take inputs from an informed environment (the visual tasks can be contained into smart objects for instance). Those subjects are not in the scope of this paper (but are part of our animation system). 
Image-based Humanoid control
Visual servoing has proved, within the robotics context, to be an efficient solution to these problems. Visual servoing or image-based camera control consists in specifying a task (mainly positioning or target tracking tasks) as the regulation in the image of a set of visual features [6, 9] . A set of constraints is defined in the image space (e.g., ' 'I want to see the tree vertical and centered in the image while the head of the man must appear in the upper left part of the image").
A control law that minimizes the error between the current and desired positions of these visual features can then be automatically built. A good review and introduction to visual servoing can be found in [ lo] . As the task specification is carried out in 2D space, it does not require a 3D relationship between objects. However, since the approach is local, it is not a priori possible to consider planning issues. If the control law computes a motion that leads the camera to undesired configurations (such as occlusions, obstacles or joint limits), visual servoing fails. Control laws taking into account these "bad" configurations therefore have to be considered. Frameworks that allow the consideration of such constraints have been presented in, for example, [14, 131. In [ 131 we presented the application of this framework to the definition within the computed animation problematic of the motion of a free camera. In this section we consider the case of a camera ending a constraint kinematic chains (Le. humanoi'd eye's). In a first step we link this camera to a poly-articulated chain standing for the body of the humanoi'd. This introduces within the control problem the necessity to handle the joint limits problem. In the first part of this section we recall the general control issue and its application to visual servoing. We then propose an original and efficient solution to the enforcing of joint limits problem.
Visual servoing
General control issue. regulation to zero of a task function [ 181 defined by :
A general task can be seen as the e = J f e l + (I, -JfJ1)eZ where 0 e l is the main task to be achieved that induces m independent constraints on the n robot joints (with m < n). 0 e2 is a secondary task. 0 J: and I, -J:J1 are two projection operators which guarantee that the camera motion due to the secondary task is compatible with the constraints involved by e l . J1 = % is the m x n full rank Jacobian matrix of task e l . Each column of I, -J t J 1 belongs to Ker J1, which means that the realization of the secondary task will have no effect on the main task (Jl(1, -JfJl)ez = 0, Vez).
To make e decreases exponentially (i.e., 6 = -Xe), we get: -;1= -Xe -(I, -where:
'If M is a matrix, we note M.i its ith column and Mi. its ith row. q is the joint velocity given as input to the robot controller:
X is the proportional coefficient involved in the exponential decrease of e;
Vision-based tasks. When the task el to be achieved is a vision task, this one is specified as the regulation in the image of a set of visual features [6] [9][10]. We can applied the previous control law to vision-based tasks. To define such a task, the animator will have to define the set of visual features and their desired positions in the image plane.
Let us denote P the set of selected visual features used in the visual servoing task. To ensure the convergence of P to its desired value P d , we need to know the interaction matrix (or image Jacobian) LF that link the variation (the motion) P of the visual feature in the image to the camera motion T, [6] :
Control laws in visual servoing are generally expressed in the operational space (i.e., in the camera frame), and then computed in the articular space using the robot inverse Jacobian. However, in order to combine a visual servoing with the enforcing of joint limits, we have to directly express the control law in the articular space. Indeed, joint limits are defined in this space.
This leads to the definition of a new interaction matrix such that:
Since we have T, = J ( q ) q, where J ( q ) is nothing but the robot Jacobian, we simply obtain:
If 
where A g = qt,,, -q%,%, and 0 < p < 1/2 (typically, p = 0.1). This means that when an axe is in a critical area (i.e. located between q and q) a motion must be generated to move the axes in the opposite direction. A cost function that achieve this goal is thus given by: i=l Aq (8) The parameter a that sets the amplitude of the control law due to the secondary task is very important (see equation (1)). Indeed, as pointed out in [3] , if a is too small, e2 may be insufficient to avoid a joint limit. Furthermore, if a is too large, it will result in some overshoot in the effector velocity. Therefore a is usually set based on trial and errors. We now propose a simple new solution to this important problem.
A proposed approach The approach we proposed in order to avoid joint limits is quite simple [4] . A good solution to achieve the avoidance task is to cut any motions on axes that are in critical area or that move the robot toward it.
Considering that q k is one of these axes, we have to compute a velocity q k = 0.
With respect to equation (l), a more general task function that uses redundancy can be defined by: -E is a basis of Ker J1 of dimension n x n,. By this way, the computed motions will have no effect on the main task.
-a is a vector of gains that will be automatically computed.
Consider that several axes are in critical situation, we determine vector a in order to stop the motion on these axes.
From equation (9), for each axis k in critical situation we obtain:
If pa axes are in critical situation, we can define from equation (10) a linear system Fa = s where F is of dimension pa x na while s and a are of dimension na. We have three possible cases: when pa > n,, we have more axes in critical situation than redundant axes. Of course in that case, the total efficiency of the method cannot be ensured. 0 when pa = na, there is only one solution but the problem can be solved. 0 when pa < nar the system features multiple solutions.
In any case, a solution is given by a* = F+s. The resulting control law is given by:
Produce a null motion q k = 0 for axes in critical situation is not always required nor desirable. To produce a smooth decay of the axis velocity, we modify the linear systems (10) in order to weight, with a coefficient yk, the participation of an axis to the avoiding process function of its distance to the joint limit. Between the joint limit q and a threshold q, the velocity of the corresponding axis should decrease and must stop when it reaches q.
Improvements to this approach are presented in [4] .
Applications

Defining Visual tasks
Positionning task One of the difficulties in image-based visual servoing is to derive the image Jacobian LT which corresponds to the selected control features. A systematic method has been proposed to analytically derive the interaction matrix of a set of control features defined upon geometrical primitives [6] . Any kind of visual information can be considered within the same visual servoing task (coordinates of points, line orientation, surface or more generally inertial moments, distance, etc). Knowing these interaction matrices, the construction of elementary visual servoing tasks is straightforward. A large library of elementary skills can be proposed. The current version of our system allows to define X-to-Y feature-based tasks (or constraints) with X and Y defined in {point, line, sphere, cylinder, circle, etc.}. Defining X-to-Y featuredbased tasks means that the operator wants to see the object X "on" the object Y in the image space. Let us note that X and Y are not necessarily the same features: for example, a point-to-line constraint means that we want to see a 2D point on a 2D line. Using these elementary positioning skills, more complex tasks can be considered by "stacking" the elementary Jacobians. For example if we want to build a positioning task wrt. to a segment, defined by two points PI and P z , the resulting interaction matrix will be defined by:
= [ ] (13)
where LTi is defined, if Pi = ( X , Y ) and z is its depth, by (See [6] for its derivation):
More positioning skills can thus be simply defined.
Using this method
The inputs provided to the system by an animation system or an animator are then quite simple: definition of a virtual primitive, definition of a desired position in the image space, and linking this virtual primitive to a real object of the environment. For instance, if a virtual primitive (such as a sphere) is linked to a moving object, the parameters of the virtual sphere must be updated at each frame according to the motion and deformation of the object (as example, the virtual sphere can stand for the bounding sphere of the object). All these informations can be enclosed in the definition of the object at creation stage.
Connecting with locomotion
We can consider that the locomotion is part of the visual perception activity. For example one can get closer to an object to see it, or when following an object with the look one might have to move toward it's direction or toward a new point of view, while maintaining the focus task. They are two ways to handle locomotion in such a context: directed by an independant process, or directed by the visual servoing process.
Locomotion as extern module
In this case the locomotion is directed by the behaviour model, which is in charge to guarantee the coherency between the visual task and the locomotion process. In this case, the visual servoing process "undergoes" the locomotion, it has to react properly to the motions of the humano'id (wrt. his kinematic limits).
Visual servoing based locomotion In this case, the locomotion is directed by the visual servoing process. We add some translationnal degrees of freedom at the root of the articular chain (we assume that the root of the chain is then situated at the center of the humanoi'd, just as in the HAnim norm). The control law takes into account those translations, and generate translationnal velocities to ensure the visual task. The locomotion module (which can consist in motion capture, inverse kinematic, etc.) takes input from a controller which converts those speeds into commands that are compatible with his inputs (in the example presented in 5.1 the locomotion process takes as inputs a speed and a direction).
As far as the real displacement of the humanoi'd does not match exactly the translations generated by the control law, an error is introduced (the decrease of the error is no more exponential), but as far as we generate a new velocities at each iteration, we ensure convergence. The use of the secondary task can be used to solve non-trivial problems as path planning or path following, avoiding occultations [I31 ... Those subjects have been considered but will not be treated in this paper.
Results
The validation of the theoritical part was accomplished on three types of humano'id: respectively five, nine and twelve degrees of freedom. For visualisation purpose we choosed to use the GASP (General Animation and Simulation Platform) framework [5] , developped at SIAMES project. The geometrical models for the humano'ids were compatible with the HAnim stantard. All the animations were performed in real time, the computing time for the command law was of the order of the millisecond with an 0 2 Silicon computer. Thus, all the demos presented were running with a 30 frameshec frequency.
Basic examples
Tracking a moving object. As a basic example we choose to servo on a point situated at the center of a sphere.
The task for the humanoi'd is to move the red ball in a predefined position. The task given as input of our animation system is to center the ball all along the animation. It is completely independant of the motion of the arm, and has not any knowledge about the future position of the ball. The only knowledge available about the scene is the position of the center of the ball at each iteration.The figure 3 contains results where the first strip of images is an overall view of the scene, and the second strip is an humano'id point of view.
In figure 4 , we present the evolution of the error in the image (along the two axes). During the first iterations, the error is decreasing exponentially. We can notice that when the humanoi'd has grabbed the ball, and starts to move it, the error is no more null, due to a delay in the perception action cycle. This tracking error can be fully compensated by introducing a term in equation (1) The painting example In this example, we consider a focusing task hard to handle with basic animation techniques. The goal of the visual task is to see a painting centered in the image. The specification of the task is done as following: four points matching with the corners of the painting are chosen. We choose their desired locations such as the painting appears centered in the image. The interaction matrix is then defined as the stacking of the four Jacobians relative to each of the four points. It is a 8 * 6 matrix of 
Looking accurately a distant object This example is
dedicated to the link between locomotion and the servoing process. In this case, the given visual task is to have a close look at a ball located in a distant place. To achieve such a task, we choose to servo on a virtual sphere, that has to be centered and at a distance zd in the camera frame. This constrains the focusing task and the distance to the object (as far as we control the radius R of its projection in the image). In this case, the desired position in the image is given by L$ = (0, 0, nR2) where nR2 is the desired surface of the circle in the image. The complete Jacobian for a centered sphere is given (see [6] for its complete derivation) by: We used a kinematic chain containing translational degrees of freedom. The results are presented in figure 6 .
One difficulty in this example is that a simple solution for the humanoi'd to get closer to the target is to lean over. This results in unnatural motions. A solution is to only consider, in a first time, a focusing task, and generate the motion toward the target with a secondary task (trying to minimize the distance between the humanoid and the target). In a second time, we consider the complete task, when the humanoi'd is close enough to the target.
A behavioral example
This example deals with the integration of this technique in a behavior. The aim of this animation is to exhort the simplicity of the specification of the parameters. The behavior described here is a model of passive perception. The goal for the humanoi'd is to look at balls, and touch them. In our example, there are three balls present in the scene.
We choosed to servo on spheres. The error in the image is computed for the three balls. As soon as this error is below a given threshold (which corresponds to the condition "the humanoi'd is seing the ball"), a servoing task is executed. The basic motion for the humanoi'd is a rest motion. While executing this motion, some of the balls appear in the perception field of the humanoi'd, causing the steering behavior (i.e. the servoing) to be executed. While ensuring the servoing task, other balls appear in the perception field, ad so on. There is also a synchronization with a grasping motion: the humanoi'd looks at the ball, after what it touchs it, then it swaps to another target. This behavior has been encoded within an hierarchical finite states machine. A ball entering the perception field provokes the "stacking" of a new target (which is the current position and radius of the sphere). The control law takes as input this data, and a predefined position in the image space (the ball must be seen centered in the image, with a suitable radius). The figure 7 shows the corresponding animation.
Conclusions and future works
Controlling a humanoi'd body in an unknown environment appears to be an awkward task. First, it is necessary to provide easy ways to animate the body of the humanoi'd with respect to different tasks, and when dealing with autonomous agent a capacity to react dynamically to the modifications of the environment is required. The proposed method is dedicated to the simulation of visual perception for these agents. Our goal was to create an animation method with simple input parameters that can be easily connected to a more general behavioral model. We chose to use a technique widely used in the robotics community: visual servoing. This image-based control constitues the Figure 7 . Passive perception as a behavior first novelty of our approach. The simplification of the input parameters is accomplished with a specification of the task in a 2 0 space, while ensuring the good motions for the humanoi'd in the 30 space. Furthermore, the reactivy of the system is ensured with a closed loop control of the visual task. The main drawback of this technique comes up with the fact that we don't have a precise control of the trajectories in the articular space of the humanoi'd. This could lead to unrealistic motions. Though we have introduced in this paper an efficient joint limit avoidance technique, it seems that it could be interesting to add physics parameters (as weight and gravity), and use the secondary task to constrain the motions (e.g. try to bring all the articulations in the less effort posture). Ongoing work considers the integration of this technique in a behavioral model. This integration generates new problems: sequencing the visual tasks, choosing these tasks appropriately wrt. particular behaviors (for instance steering, idling, search in an unknown environment) and planning for avoiding objects and occultations. 
